The Third Annual Summer Symposium 5Ts of Trafficking:
Trauma, Transport, Terror, Transparency, & Technology
July 2-6, 2018

Welcome letter
									July 2, 2018
Dear Delegate,
Last year’s CCARHT Summer Symposium grasped the nettle of
unaccompanied children and the challenge of developing a Child Best
Interests approach across Europe and Asia. This year’s third CCARHT
Summer Symposium focuses our attention on the 5Ts of Trafficking.
Gathering professionals and academics on issues of thematic interest,
the five days of the Symposium will settle on a separate theme
each day. Trauma, Transport Terror, Transparency and Tech – all
require reflection by those who are at the ‘sharp end’ of delivery, and
consideration of their interface with the realities of human trafficking.
We are delighted that this year we are joining our delivery of the
Cambridge Symposium with The Zovighian Partnership and Trilateral
Research. This is a collaboration which offers increased depth of reach
into the academic and business worlds, alongside breaking new ground
in collaboration with a strong Middle Eastern presence and commitment,
dedicated to enhancing social protection and innovation across human
trafficking responses in the region.
We shall be developing a series of Mini-White Papers at the end of the
Symposium, and we look forward to driving forward the full riches of
symposium discussion over the next weeks into concrete policy proposals,
the cascading of best practice, and the deepening of understanding the
journey towards enhanced justice and equality in the face of so much
human suffering in this arena of exploitation.
We look forward to sharing these with you.
Now to the symposium.
With my sincerest wishes,
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Dr Carrie Pemberton Ford
Founding Director, Cambridge Centre for Applied Research in Human
Trafficking Symposium Convenor, Host and Co-Chair

Symposium Convenor, Host, & Co-Chair
Dr Carrie Pemberton Ford
Founding Director
Cambridge Centre for Applied Research in Human Trafficking
Carrie is the Founding Director of the Cambridge Centre for Applied
Research in Human Trafficking, which has established itself over
the last decade as an internationally recognised research network on
Human Trafficking with its base in Cambridge.
A pioneer, engaged academic, and social entrepreneur, in 2003
Carrie founded the UK Not for Sale movement to commence
the work of addressing demand for sexual services without any
accountability for welfare or age (2003), and the survivor support
provision ‘round table’ the NGO Churches Alert to Sex Trafficking
Across Europe (CHASTE), which was dedicated to raise the
awareness of churches, civil society actors and politicians to their
obligations to EU and UN conventions relating to the safety of
survivors of trafficking, and the necessity of States to respond to
these specific criminal and human rights contraventions.
Carrie has worked with the CSW, UNITAR, the Commonwealth
Secretariat (UK) and numerous European Framework projects,
particularly aligned with issues on human trafficking, genderbased violence, CSO capacity-building, faith-based organisation
engagement, public agency accountability and training, and the
cluster of challenges which assemble around conflict resolution,
peace-building and the recovery of those who have taken the brunt of
the devastation of war and forced migration.
This year has seen Carrie in Macedonia addressing a NATO Balkan
think tank responding to the Eastern Mediterranean migratory
flows in the wake of the Syrian conflict, Italy co-hosting the Palermo
University Symposium on Migration, Democracy and Human
Rights in June, Spain and the Netherlands reviewing the work of
the EU commission funded PHIT programme on mental health
impacts of Human Trafficking, the Cote D’Ivoire training Gender
Mainstreaming into the African Development Bank, and back in
Cambridge undertaking her first TEDx talk linking the themes of
dismantling the ‘hydra headed monster’ of Human Trafficking today
and the socio-political realities of social reformers in the eighteenth
century in the UK, North Americas, Africa and the former ‘enslaved’
European colonies.
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About the Cambridge Center for
Applied Research in Human
Trafficking
www.ccarht.org

The Cambridge Centre for Applied Research in Human Trafficking, birthed
in the warmth of the Vienna UNODC (United Nations Office on Drugs and
Crime) GIFT (Global Initiative to Fight Trafficking) conference 2007, is
an internationally recognized research network on Human Trafficking. It
draws on academic colleagues from not only the University of Cambridge but
Universities and Research Institutes across the world. It has established
an extensive network of academics, CSO survivor and recovery initiatives,
government personnel, enforcement agencies, lawyers and prosecutors,
development practitioners, health specialists, businesses working on their
supply chain efficacy, and third sector advocates, which enables the Centre
to support informed research, policy recommendations, capacity building
and training in multiple contexts, with a range of national partners.
The Centre has undertaken a number of high level reports, including the
London 2012 Olympics sponsored by the Legatum Institute, utilised by the
Mayor of London’s Policing of Crime group, the Metropolitan Police Force
and the offices of the UNOSDP; DG sponsored projects (EFSC Associate
Partner on counter Child Trafficking Toolkit 2014); the impact of faith
based projects with the RENATE country reports of 2015 and 2018, and
Behind Closed Doors 2017 lifting the lid for African Independent churches
on dealing with Human Trafficking and modern slavery.
Last year’s CCARHT Summer Symposium grasped the nettle of
unaccompanied children and the challenge of developing a Child Best
Interests’ approach across Europe and Asia. This year CCARHT’s Third
Summer Symposium, focusses attention on the 5 Ts of Trafficking.
Gathering Professionals and Academics on issues of thematic interest,
the five days of the symposium will explore Trauma, Transport, Terror,
Transparency and Tech – with experts working at the ‘sharp end’ of delivery
of interdiction, recovery and mitigation services.
We are delighted that this year we are joining our delivery of the Cambridge
Symposium with The Zovighian Partnership and Trilateral Research. This
is a collaboration which offers increased depth of reach into the Academic
and Business worlds, alongside breaking new ground in collaboration
with a Middle East company, dedicated to enhancing social protection and
innovation across Human Trafficking responses in the region.
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We shall be developing a series of Mini-White Papers at the end of the
symposium, and we look forward to driving forward the full riches of
symposium discussion over the next weeks into concrete policy proposals,
the cascading of best practice, and the deepening of understanding the
journey towards enhanced justice and equality in the face of so much human
suffering in this arena of exploitation. We look forward to sharing these
with you. Now to the symposium.

About Jesus College at Cambridge
University
Jesus College is our venue for this year’s Annual Symposium. One of
the oldest colleges of the University of Cambridge, it was established
between 1496 and 1516 on the site of the twelfth century Benedictine
nunnery of St Mary and St Radegund. The nunnery has been an active
ministry of safety for lepers in the city. The chapel on the grounds of the
College is the oldest building in Cambridge still in active use, predating
the foundation of the college by 350 years.
The symposium is gathered in the Prioress’ Room, connecting the work of
our five days, with a deep legacy of social concern steeped in spirituality,
and infused by academic rigour.
The college has a treasure chest of notable alumni which includes
Thomas Cranmer, Samuel Taylor Coleridge, Sir David Hare, Sir Roger
Scruton, its three Nobel Prize winners, as well as its two fellows,
Professor James Crawford and Sir Robert Yewdall Jennings, who have
been appointed in the last decades to the International Court of Justice.
Women were technically admitted to Jesus College in 1976 when
the College statutes were changed, and the first handful of female
undergraduates arrived in October 1979.
Jesus College prides itself today as a “community which fosters ‘freedom
of thought and expression in which all members can flourish,’ admitting
students regardless of financial, social, religious or ethnic background
and across the whole range of subjects taught in the University.”
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Symposium Programme Overview
Day 1
Trauma
July 5th

Co-Chairs:
Lynn Zovighian (Managing Director, The Zovighian Partnership);
Dr Carrie Pemberton Ford (Founding Director, Cambridge Centre for
Applied Research in Human Trafficking Symposium Convenor, & Host)

Day 2
Transport
July 6th

Co-Chairs:
Lynn Zovighian (Managing Director, The Zovighian Partnership);
Dr Carrie Pemberton Ford (Founding Director, Cambridge Centre for
Applied Research in Human Trafficking Symposium Convenor, & Host)

Day 3
Terror
July 7th

Co-Chairs:
Lynn Zovighian (Managing Director, The Zovighian Partnership);
Dr Carrie Pemberton Ford (Founding Director, Cambridge Centre for
Applied Research in Human Trafficking Symposium Convenor, & Host)

Day 4
Transparency
July 8th

Co-Chairs:
Julia Muraszkiewicz (Senior Research Analyst, Trilateral Research);
Dr Carrie Pemberton Ford (Founding Director, Cambridge Centre for
Applied Research in Human Trafficking Symposium Convenor, & Host)

Day 5
Technology
July 9th
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Co-Chairs:
Julia Muraszkiewicz (Senior Research Analyst, Trilateral Research);
Dr Carrie Pemberton Ford (Founding Director, Cambridge Centre for
Applied Research in Human Trafficking Symposium Convenor, & Host)

2nd of July, Trauma
3rd of July, Transport
4th of July, Terror

With the kind sponsorship and support of
The Zovighian Partnership
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Our Co-Chair
Lynn Zovighian
Managing Director
The Zovighian Partnership
Lynn is a business and peace builder. She is the Managing Director
of The Zovighian Partnership, which she co-founded alongside her
father.
Responsible for building the business in the Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia, Lynn works with her team of analysts and researchers to
construct and action new methodologies to drive impact missions
in the Middle East. Part of her methodology has been to integrate
her learnings from the corporate and investments world to inform
problem-solving and decision-making in human emergencies and
social dysfunctionalities.
Lynn manages the Peace Collection, the Zovighian family’s
philanthropic ambitions, which is also serviced by the family
business. Lynn is a columnist in Lebanon-based pan-regional
newspaper, Annahar, as well as a guest editor on special coverages
and features.
Lynn also serves as the Global Chair for Regional Ambassadors of
Women’s Entrepreneurship Day, an initiative to alleviate poverty
through the championing and investment into women business
owners, headquartered in New York City. She serves as an advisory
board member of the Global Family Office Community, which is
based in London. She has recently completed a ten-year term on the
Board of Governors at the American Community School in Beirut,
Lebanon.
Prior to founding The Zovighian Partnership, Lynn spent her career
in investment management and management consulting, working
at Barclays Wealth & Investment Management in Saudi Arabia,
Pictet & Cie in Geneva, and The Boston Consulting Group in the
GCC. Throughout this time, she worked closely with her father in his
construction trading business, SP Group.
During her free time, Lynn enjoys spending quality time with her
loved ones, painting, reading, and jogging long distances. She is a
former soprano lyrical opera singer and soloist.
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Lynn holds an MBA in Finance from London Business School and
a BA and double minor in Political Studies, American Studies, and
Islamic History.

About The Zovighian Partnership
The Zovighian Partnership is a family-owned specialized venture that
designs, builds evidence, prototypes, and manages transformative
missions for the socio-political advancement and socio-economic
prosperity of the Middle East. Today, its commissioned efforts are
primarily based in Riyadh and Jeddah in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia,
alongside national leaders and very active citizens.
The family reinvests its financial, political, and intellectual capital into
its growing impact portfolio called the Peace Collection. Today, the Peace
Collection is actively working against sex trafficking and genocide, as
well as championing the protection of minority groups in the Middle East
through the strengthening of friendships with the Islamic World.
The Zovighian Partnership is delighted to serve as the sponsor and cochair of this year’s Symposium, supporting the delivery of the first three
days on Trauma, Transport and Terror. We would like to thank our
delegation from Yazda, represented by Rozin Hanjool Khalil and Ahmed
Burjus, as well as our advisor, Alexandra Chen, and Mohammed Zakaria
for joining us.
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The First T: Trauma
�ay 1

The harms of trafficking in human beings
Welcome remarks

10:00 - 10:15

Co-Chair:
Dr Carrie Pemberton Ford (Founding Director, Cambridge Centre for
Applied Research in Human Trafficking Symposium Convenor, & Host)

The case of the Yazidis: Community and spiritual assets
against exploitation and exhaustion
Panel

10:15 - 11:15

Expert speakers:
Rozin Hanjool (Board member, Yazda);
Lynn Zovighian (Managing Director, The Zovighian Partnership);
Moderating Co-Chair:
Dr Carrie Pemberton Ford (Founding Director, Cambridge Centre for
Applied Research in Human Trafficking Symposium Convenor, & Host)

11:15 - 11:45

11:45 - 12:15

Tea & coffee break
Human trafficking: Towards a complex systems
understanding
Expert exposition

Expert speaker:
Marcel Van Der Waat (Lecturer, University of South Africa)

The case of working with minors: The therapeutic
challenges facing communities in trauma

12:15 - 12:45

Expert exposition

Expert speakers:
Filippo Casadei (Clinical Psychologist, Center of Ethnopsychology);
Maria Chiara Monti (Founder, Center of Ethnopsychology)
Moderating Co-Chair:
Dr Carrie Pemberton Ford (Founding Director, Cambridge Centre for
Applied Research in Human Trafficking Symposium Convenor, & Host)
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The First T: Trauma
�ay 1
12:45 - 13:30

The harms of trafficking in human beings
Lunch
The cases of Europe: Fortifying responses to toxic stress
and complex trauma
Panel

13:30 - 14:30

Expert speakers:
Alexandra Chen (Protection & Mental Health Specialist, Harvard
University);
Prof. Cornelius Katona (Medical Director, Helenbamber
Foundation)
Moderating Co-Chair:
Lynn Zovighian (Managing Director, The Zovighian Partnership)

14:30 - 15:00

Tea & coffee break
Proposing recommendations for action: Strengthening
guidelines and understanding in trauma response
Closing roundtable

15:00 - 16:30

Expert speakers:
Alexandra Chen (Protection & Mental Health Specialist, Harvard
University);
Prof. Cornelius Katona (Medical Director, Helenbamber Foundation);
Dr Sarah Steele (Deputy Director, The Intellectual Forum);
Dr Halleh Seddighzadeh (Countertrafficking and Forensic
Traumatologist, Institute of Transpersonal Psychology);
Dr Carrie Pemberton Ford (Director, Cambridge Centre for Applied
Research in Human Trafficking)
Moderating Co-Chair:
Lynn Zovighian (Managing Director, The Zovighian Partnership)

Closing remarks

16:30 - 16:45
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Co-Chair:
Lynn Zovighian (Managing Director, The Zovighian Partnership)

Our Expert Speakers
Rozin Hanjool

Board member, Yazda
Rozin Hanjool is a Yazidi activist, currently studying Law in the
UK. She is board member for Yazda Organsation, an international
Yazidi NGO that was born after the invasion of Sinjar by ISIS.
Rozin’s efforts are largely focused on educating and advocating for
stronger understanding and support towards the Yazidi cause from
the British people and government.

Marcel Van Der Waat

Lecturer, University of South Africa
Marcel is a lecturer (University of South Africa), researcher and
an ex-police investigator who received international recognition for
his work in counter-human trafficking. He remains involved with
investigations, expert witnessing in human trafficking cases and
operational roles with the National Freedom Network (NFN) and
Global Resources Epicentre Against Human Trafficking (GREAT).
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Our Expert Speakers
Filippo Casadei

Clinical Psychologist, Center of Ethnopsychology
Filippo Casadei, cultural anthropologist and clinical
psychologist, works in the ethnopsychiatric field. He carries out
ethnopsychological supervision with mental health workers working
with vulnerable migrants and works with victims of violence as well.

Maria Chiara Monti

Founder, Center of Ethnopsychology
Maria-Chiara Monti is a clinical psychologist, group-analyst. and
an expert in the field of ethno-psychiatry. She works in the mental
health of vulnerable migrants, victims of trauma and gender-based
violence, and treats victims of human trafficking and unaccompanied
minors. She is Professor of “Diagnosis in transcultural psychiatry” at
the University of Palermo.
She founded the Centre of Ethnopsychology in Palermo in 2008
where she and Filippo Casadei run their trauma related practice.
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Our Expert Speakers
Alexandra Chen

Protection & Mental Health Specialist, Harvard University
Alexandra Chen (A.B., A.M., Ed.M., Ph.D. Candidate, Harvard
University) is a protection and mental health specialist from Hong
Kong, serving refugees in conflict and post-conflict zones. Over the
last decade, Alexandra has worked to provide trauma therapy and
education for war-affected children and their families in the Middle
East and Africa. She served most recently as advisor to UN agencies
on the Syria crisis, and is now Expert Advisor to The Zovighian
Partnership.
On the ground, Alexandra is currently partnering with NGOs and
government ministries in Lebanon, Syria, Jordan, Iraq and Greece to
heal and strengthen the mental health of victims of sexual violence,
torture, and trafficking. Previously, she investigated migrant worker
rights and trained frontline refugee camp staff in negotiation in
Israel-Palestine and Jordan; evaluated child development and FGMprevention in Ethiopia and Somalia; designed peacebuilding and
citizenship education curricula in Iraq and Lebanon; and researched
the role of Islamic law in nation-building and constitutional reform
in Egypt. Alexandra speaks 10 languages, including Chinese, Arabic,
and French.

Prof. Cornelius Katona

Medical Director, Helen Bamber Foundation
Professor Cornelius Katona is Medical Director of the Helen Bamber
Foundation - a human rights charity working with asylum seekers
and refugees and Hon Professor in the Division of Psychiatry at
University College London. He has extensive expert witness
experience in as-sessing psychiatric consequences of medical
negligence and in preparing reports on the mental health of asylum
seekers and refugees.
He led a Royal College of Psychiatrists working group providing
guidance on writing psychiatric reports in the immigration and
asylum context and is a member of the Committee currently
updating NICE guidelines on PTSD.
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Our Expert Speakers
Dr Sarah Steele

Deputy Director, The Intellectual Forum
Sarah is the Deputy Director of the Intellectual Forum, which is
aimed at covering the widest range of academic interests across the
College. Sarah’s research sits at the interface of Law, Criminology,
International Relations and Politics, Sociology, and Global Health. It
explores how we affect social change around issues that impact upon
people’s wellbeing in contemporary society. Her research continues
to focus on cross-border issues, including human trafficking, the
trade in body products and organs, death and suicide tourism, and
the growing use of social media by health and other professionals in
responding to global health issues.
Having held posts at Barts and the London School of Medicine
and Dentistry, the University of Cambridge, and the University of
Oxford, amongst other institutions in the UK, USA and Australia,
Sarah is an experienced lecturer and researcher specialising in
policy and public health analysis, as well as legal, qualitative, and
ethnographic research.

Dr Halleh Seddighzadeh

Countertrafficking and Forensic Traumatologist, Institute of
Transpersonal Psychology
Dr Halleh Seddighzadeh is an international counter-trafficking
advisor and Forensic Traumatologist specializing in the
psychological treatment of torture, complex traumatic stress,
dissociative conditions and predatory coercive based trauma.
Specifically in survivors of human trafficking, radicalized youth,
war refugees, genocide, gender based violence, terrorism and most
recently survivors of cults and spiritual abuse. She has worked in
refugee settings, war torn and crisis-affected communities with child
and adult survivors of trafficking and torture in the Middle East
doing psychological first aid and investigative research.
She frequently provides consultation and training to law
enforcement agencies, service providers, faith-based organization,
prosecutors, investigators, medical practitioners and the business
sector internationally and domestically on trauma-sensitive best
practices.
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Dr Halleh serves on the Technical Advisory Board of CCARHT
and is a regular contributor to the CCARHT symposium where her
expertise in Traumatology has been invaluable.

The second T:
�ay 2

Securing safe passage
Welcome remarks

9:00 - 9:15

Co-Chair:
Dr Carrie Pemberton Ford (Founding Director, Cambridge Centre for
Applied Research in Human Trafficking Symposium Convenor, & Host)

The case of the Mediterranean
Part 1: From risky journeys to safety

9:15-9:45

Expert exposition

Expert speaker:
Simone Scotta (Coordinator, Humanitarian Corridors Project)

The case of the Mediterranean
Part 2: Unbundling the complexities of Greece
Panel

10:15-11:15

Expert speakers:
Alexandra Chen (Protection & Mental Health Specialist, Harvard
University);
Mohammad Zakaria (Humanitarian Aid Manager, Medical Aid for
Palestinians)
Moderating Co-Chair:
Lynn Zovighian (Managing Director, The Zovighian Partnership)

11:15 - 11:45

Tea & coffee break
The case of the Mediterranean
Part 3: Challenges for the Central Mediterranean Route

11:45 - 12:15

Expert exposition

Expert speakers:
Francesca Tomasso (Case worker, Circonsiglio Italiano Per e
Rifugati)
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The second T: Transport
�ay 2

Securing safe passage
Tourism and trafficking: Raising awareness and
developing protective guidelines
Panel

12:15 - 13:15

Expert speakers:
Linda Ristagno (Manager External Affairs, IATA);
Bharti Patel (CEO, ECPAT)
Moderating Co-Chair:
Dr Carrie Pemberton Ford (Founding Director, Cambridge Centre for
Applied Research in Human Trafficking Symposium Convenor, & Host)

13:15 - 14:15

Lunch
The realities at sea: The challenges and necessities of
maritime law in the face of human trafficking

14:15 - 15:15

Expert speaker:
Markella Papadouli (Europe Litigation Coordinator, The Aire Centre)
Moderating Co-Chair:
Dr Carrie Pemberton Ford (Founding Director, Cambridge Centre for
Applied Research in Human Trafficking Symposium Convenor, & Host)

The case of Venezuela: The mounting crisis of displacement

15:15 - 15:45

Expert exposition

15:45 - 16:15

Tea & coffee break
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Expert speaker:
Christine Mendonça Le Viseur (Founder, Humans on the Move)

The second T: Transport
�ay 2

Securing safe passage
Hailing a taxi: Night-time economies and their challenges
Panel

16:15 - 17:15

Expert speakers:
Prof. Simon Stockley (Senior Lecturer in Management and
Enterprise, Judge Business School, University of Cambridge);
Dr Carrie Pemberton Ford (Director, Cambridge Centre for Applied
Research in Human Trafficking)
Moderating Co-Chair:
Lynn Zovighian (Managing Director, The Zovighian Partnership)

17:15 - 17:30
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Closing remarks
Co-Chair:
Lynn Zovighian (Managing Director, The Zovighian Partnership)

Our Expert Speakers
Simone Scotta

Coordinator, Humanitarian Corridors Project
Since 2016 works in Lebanon for the Federation of Protestant
Churches in Italy on a project called Humanitarian Corridors, safe
and legal route to Italy and, lately, to France. Previously, he had
experiences in Relocation support towards Ethiopian and Eritrean
refugees in African Refugee Development Center (ARDC).

Alexandra Chen

Protection & Mental Health Specialist, Harvard University
Alexandra Chen (A.B., A.M., Ed.M., Ph.D. Candidate, Harvard
University) is a protection and mental health specialist from Hong
Kong, serving refugees in conflict and post-conflict zones. Over the
last decade, Alexandra has worked to provide trauma therapy and
education for war-affected children and their families in the Middle
East and Africa. She served most recently as advisor to UN agencies
on the Syria crisis, and is now Expert Advisor to The Zovighian
Partnership.
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On the ground, Alexandra is currently partnering with NGOs and
government ministries in Lebanon, Syria, Jordan, Iraq and Greece to
heal and strengthen the mental health of victims of sexual violence,
torture, and trafficking. Previously, she investigated migrant worker
rights and trained frontline refugee camp staff in negotiation in
Israel-Palestine and Jordan; evaluated child development and FGMprevention in Ethiopia and Somalia; designed peacebuilding and
citizenship education curricula in Iraq and Lebanon; and researched
the role of Islamic law in nation-building and constitutional reform
in Egypt. Alexandra speaks 10 languages, including Chinese, Arabic,
and French.

Our Expert Speakers
Mohammad Zakaria

Humanitarian Aid Manager, Medical Aid for Palestinians
Mohammad Zakaria is a third-generation Palestinian refugee from
Lebanon. He is a civil engineer with experience in residential and
commercial construction, currently working for Medical Aid for
Palestinians (MAP) in humanitarian aid management. Mohammad
works in 12 camps in Lebanon to supervise mental health and
psychosocial support programmes for vulnerable Palestinian and
Syrian refugee children and their families.
Personally, Mohammad also supports the education of refugee youth
through scholarship fundraising. Mohammad has also volunteered
as a medical interpreter serving asylum seekers and victims of
human trafficking in Europe. Mohammad has been invited to speak
on behalf of the plight of refugees at the World Economic Forum
in Davos. Mohammad’s personal mission is to restore dignity to
refugees who have been displaced and marginalised over the last 70
years.

Francesca Tomasso

Case worker, Circonsiglio Italiano Per e Rifugati
Francesca is specialised in International Relations in MENA
countries with experience in the field of protection and advocacy with
NGO, GO, UN/ EU on migration and human rights.
Until April 2018, Francesca was living in Tunisia, working in an
NGO and following the humanitarian component of their projects in
Libya. Now back in Italy in Trapani, she is working in the refugee
status determination process.
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Our Expert Speakers
Linda Ristagno

Manager External Affairs, The International Air Transport
Association (IATA)
Linda has a multifaceted experience in bilateral and multilateral
negotiations. Her role is to advo-cate industry positions towards
international regulatory bodies and ensure that policy measures are
in place for the benefit of the airline members.
Linda holds an Executive Master Diploma in International
Negotiation and Policy Making with the Graduate Institute of
Geneva.
In her final paper, she reviewed anti-trafficking policies and
regulations and drafted recommenda-tions on how the aviation
sector could leverage its position to support governments and law
en-forcement stem the flow of the growing phenomenon of human
trafficking.

Bharti Patel
CEO, ECPAT

Ms Bharti Patel is CEO of ECPAT UK, a leading children’s rights
charity campaigning and advocating for the rights of children to
be protected against trafficking and abuse in the UK and abroad.
Bharti has more than fifteen years’ experience working to address
human rights abuses, leading high-profile research, campaigning
and advocacy organisations in the UK and India. Bharti’s passion to
challenge the root causes of child exploitation and abuse underpins
her leadership role with ECPAT UK, where she has overseen
important changes to law and policy in the area of child protection
and trafficking prevention.
In the UK, Bharti’s prior achievements include successfully lobbying
for Britain’s first-ever national minimum wage legislation and
helping secure basic employment rights for low-paid and parttime workers. In India, Bharti delivered sustainable development
programmes to strengthen food, water and livelihood security for
vulnerable communities. Bharti has featured widely in the British
print and broadcast media, and is regularly quoted in articles on
poverty, inequality, child trafficking and child rights.
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Our Expert Speakers
Prof. Efthymios Papastavridis

Postdoctoral Researcher, University of Oxford
Dr Efthymios Papastavridis is Postdoctoral Researcher in
International Law of the Sea at the Faculty of Law of Oxford
University, a Part-Time Lecturer in Public International Law at the
Democritus University of Thrace, a Research Fellow at the Academy
of Athens and a Fellow of Athens Public International Law Center,
University of Athens.
In 2009 Dr Papastavridis was awarded a PhD in Public
International Law from University College London. He has taught
international law at University College London, Westminster
University, University of Athens and the University of Oxford, and
consulted the Hellenic Ministry of Foreign Affairs on issues of law of
the sea as well as the UNODC on transnational organized crime at
sea and the UNHCR on questions concerning rescue at sea. In 2012
he was appointed Director of the Centre for Research Studies of the
Hague Academy of International Law.

Markella Papadouli

Europe Litigation Coordinator, The Aire Centre
Markella Papadouli is a Greek qualified, UK Registered European
Lawyer, and a Legal Project Manager for the AIRE Centre (Advice
on Individual Rights in Europe). Markella is a member of the
AIRE Centre strategic litigation team specialising in asylum and
trafficking cases. Markella also lectures at the London South Bank
University in International Refugee Law and European Asylum Law
and Policy.
Markella was the National Expert on Greece for the European
Database on Asylum Law in 2013 and has also worked for the
European Council on Refugees and Exiles, the International Rescue
Committee and UNHCR Greece on a number of projects and cases.
Markella is delighted to serve on the Technical Advisory Board of
CCARHT since 2017.
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Our Expert Speakers
Christine LeViseur Mendonça

CEO and Co-founder, Humans on the Move
Christine LeViseur Mendonça is the CEO and co-founder of Humans
on the Move, a social impact advisory focused on connecting private,
humanitarian and public sectors to rethink the response to the
global forced displacement crisis.
Christine is also an international speaker and convener. She is an
international speaker and has also co-chaired conferences at the
United Nations, in Europe, Middle East and the US.
Christine received her MBA at the Thunderbird School of Global
Management in 2010. Christine earned her BS in Business
Administration in International Business at Appalachian State
University in Boone, North Carolina. She has also studied at ITSEM
in Cuernavaca, Mexico, the American University in Paris, and the
University of South Florida. Christine is a dual citizen of the United
States and Brazil.

Simon Stockley

Senior Lecturer in Management and Enterprise, Judge Business
School, University of Cambridge
Simon is a Senior Lecturer in Management Practice and
Entrepreneurship and was the Director of the MBA programme and
principal teaching fellow at Imperial College Business School as
director of the full-time prize winning MBA programme (ranked 3rd
in the world by the Financial Times).
Simon is a long standing trustee of HERA (http://www.
enterprisingspirit.org) a charity which provides entrepreneurship
training, professional mentoring and grants to women survivors of
human trafficking, violence and exploitation. Simon is a serial social
entrepreneur, holds several non-executive directorships and has
advised well over 100 technology start-ups.
Simon is delighted to be an incoming Technical Advisory Board
member for CCARHT.
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The third T: Terror
�ay 3

Human trafficking as a weapon of war
Welcome remarks

9:30 - 9:45

Co-Chair:
Lynn Zovighian (Managing Director, The Zovighian Partnership)

Terror and war: The new golden thread in rule of law

9:45 - 10:15

10:15 - 10:45

10:45 - 11:15

Expert exposition

Expert speaker:
Markella Papadouli (Europe Litigation Coordinator, The Aire Centre)

Tea & coffee break
The case of Boko Haram: Methodologies for community
disruption
Expert exposition

Expert speaker:
Idayat Hussein (Director, CDD West Africa Association)

The laws of land and sea: Journeys of terror
Panel

11:15 - 12:15

Expert speakers:
Fulvio Vassallo Paleologo (Lecturer, University of Palermo);
Professor Efthymios Papastavridis (Postdoctoral Researcher,
University of Oxford)
Moderating Co-Chair:
Dr Carrie Pemberton Ford (Founding Director, Cambridge Centre for
Applied Research in Human Trafficking Symposium Convenor, & Host)

12:15 - 13:15
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Lunch

The third T: Terror
�ay 3

Human trafficking as a weapon of war
The case of the Yazidis: Sexual enslavement and child
soldiery as weapons of genocide

13:15 - 14:15

Expert speakers:
Ahmed Khudida Burjus (Deputy Executive Director, Yazda);
Lynn Zovighian (Managing Director, The Zovighian Partnership)
Moderating Co-Chair:
Dr Carrie Pemberton Ford (Founding Director, Cambridge Centre for
Applied Research in Human Trafficking Symposium Convenor, & Host)

Counter Trafficking responses in disaster and humanitarian
relief settings – the case of Cox’s Bazaar, Bangladesh

14:15 - 14:45

14:45 - 15:15

15:15 - 15:45

Expert exposition

Expert speaker:
Chissey Mueller (Migration Assistance Specialist, International
Organization for Migration)

Tea & coffee break
In the midst of crisis: Unbundling the humanitarian
responses to terror
Expert exposition

Expert speaker:
Aidan McQuade (Former CEO, Anti Slavery International)

15:45 - 16:15

Religious and ethnic political cleansing: Managing
complexity, protecting lives, and building infrastructure
Expert exposition

Expert speaker:
Dame Julie Okah-Donli (Director-General of National Agency for the
Prohibition of Trafficking in Persons)

16:15 - 16:30

Closing remarks
Co-Chair:
Dr Carrie Pemberton Ford (Founding Director, Cambridge Centre for
Applied Research in Human Trafficking Symposium Convenor, & Host)
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Our Expert Speakers
Markella Papadouli

Europe Litigation Coordinator, The Aire Centre
Markella Papadouli is a Greek qualified, UK Registered European
Lawyer, and a Legal Project Manager for the AIRE Centre (Advice
on Individual Rights in Europe). Markella is a member of the
AIRE Centre strategic litigation team specialising in asylum and
trafficking cases. Markella also lectures at the London South Bank
University in International Refugee Law and European Asylum Law
and Policy.
Markella was the National Expert on Greece for the European
Database on Asylum Law in 2013 and has also worked for the
European Council on Refugees and Exiles, the International Rescue
Committee and UNHCR Greece on a number of projects and cases.

Idayat Hussein

Director, CDD West Africa Association
Idayat Hassan is Director of the Centre for Democracy and
Development (CDD), an Abuja-based Think-Tank with focus on
deepening democracy and development in West Africa. Ms. Hassan
was formerly the Principal Programme Officer and Team Leader for
Democratic Governance unit at the organization. Prior to joining
the CDD, Ms. Hassan was a Deputy Regional Coordinator with the
Movement Against Corruption, a movement that seeks to eradicate
corruption and poverty in Nigeria.
A lawyer by profession, and a Development Expert, she has held
Fellowships in several universities across Europe and America. Her
core interest in Development work spans Democracy, Accountability,
Peace and Security, and and transitional justice in west Africa.
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Our Expert Speakers
Fulvio Vassallo Paleologo
Lecturer, University of Palermo

Fulvio Vassallo Paleologo is a lawyer, lecturer on right of asylum
and constitutional status of foreigners, and member of the doctoral
committee on “Human Rights: Evolution, Protection and Limits” at
the Department of Legal Sciences, University of Palermo. He is also
director of ADIF (Associazione Diritti e Frontiere), website www.adif.org, and is active in the protection of migrants and asylumseekers rights through several NGOs and media groups.

Professor Efthymios Papastavridis

Postdoctoral Researcher, University of Oxford
Dr Efthymios Papastavridis is Postdoctoral Researcher in
International Law of the Sea at the Faculty of Law of Oxford
University, a Part-Time Lecturer in Public International Law at the
Democritus University of Thrace, a Research Fellow at the Academy
of Athens and a Fellow of Athens Public International Law Center,
University of Athens.
In 2009 Dr Papastavridis was awarded a PhD in Public
International Law from University College London. He has taught
international law at University College London, Westminster
University, University of Athens and the University of Oxford, and
consulted the Hellenic Ministry of Foreign Affairs on issues of law of
the sea as well as the UNODC on transnational organized crime at
sea and the UNHCR on questions concerning rescue at sea. In 2012
he was appointed Director of the Centre for Research Studies of the
Hague Academy of International Law.
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Our Expert Speakers
Ahmed Khudida Burjus

Deputy Executive Director, Yazda
Ahmed Khudida Burjus is the deputy executive director of Yazda.
He was a senior advisor to the Yazidi activist, Nobel Peace Prize
nominee and UNODC Goodwill Ambassador Nadia Murad for whom
he manages some of the most crucial aspects of her global advocacy
campaign for over 2 years.
Although Burjus has a master degree in immunology and
allergy from faculty of medicine and health science/ University
of Nottingham and a bachelor degree in biological sciences from
university of Salahaddin-Kurdistan/Iraq, he has been very active
advocate in humanitarian and human rights fields in past 7 years.
Burjus was born in Sinjar, Iraq and has worked as an executive
director for Smoqi Charity organisation in Sinjar-Iraq for over three
years. Burjus has also worked as a Biomedical technician in Azadi
hospital in Duhok, Iraq and as Associate Practitioner in University
hospital of Nottingham for 4 months but he left his last work and
began working full-time to advocate for the rights of victims of
genocide and sexual slavery.

Chissey Mueller

Counter Trafficking and Protection Executive, International
Organisation for Migration
Since joining the International Organisation for Migration (IOM) in
2005, Ms. Chissey Mueller has served as a counter-trafficking and
protection of vulnerable migrants expert, with special geographical
focus on the Caribbean and the Middle East.
In her current capacity at IOM HQ, Ms. Mueller has been working
to better integrate activities that counter human trafficking through
IOM offices and the broader response in North East Nigeria, Libya,
Cox’s Bazar and other humanitarian settings.
Over the years, she has been involved in case management, training
development and delivery, legislation operationalization, interagency working groups, research and awareness raising efforts.
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Our Expert Speakers
Dr Aidan McQuade

Former CEO, Anti Slavery International
Dr Aidan McQuade is the former Director of Anti-Slavery
International, where his achievements have included holding the
state of Niger to account in an international court for failing to
protect its citizens from slavery, introducing a new statute to British
law proscribing forced labour, working with the British Government
to have a special UN rapporteur on slavery appointed, and exposing
slavery in the manufacture of garments for Western high street
brands.
Before joining Anti Slavery International Aidan worked for over 13
years in humanitarian response, development and human rights.
This included periods in Ethiopia and Eritrea working on rural
water supply and soil conservation, Afghanistan on emergency water
supply in the displaced persons camps outside Jalalabad, and Angola
at the end of the civil war managing an emergency relief programme
for over a quarter of a million people, as well as working with the
UN on human rights protection of civilians from military excesses.

Dame Julie Okah-Donli

Director-General, National Agency for the Prohibition of Trafficking
in Persons
Dame Julie Donli is the a Nigerian lawyer, chartered secretary and
administrator, who serves as the Director General of the National
Agency for the Prohibition of Trafficking in Persons (NAPTIP),
established by the Federal Government of Nigeria in 2003 to tackle
human trafficking and other related matters. She is the founder of
the Julie Donli Kidney Foundation, an NGO that supports people
with kidney disease. In August 2007, she was appointed as the
Executive Assistant to the Bayelsa State Governor, Government
House until September 2012. She worked as Deputy Head of
Chambers with Legal Resources Alliance from November 2012 –
May 2013 when she left to set up her practice.
Okah-Donli has advocated for more funding to tackle human
trafficking and in inter-agency collaboration. Under her leadership
as DG of NAPTIP, a Whistle Blowing Policy for Human Trafficking
was formed.
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5th of July, Transparency
6th of July, Technology

With the kind sponsorship and support of
Trilateral Research
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Our Co-Chair
Julia Muraszkiewicz
Senior Research Analyst
Trilateral Research
Julia’s expertise includes human trafficking, human rights law,
migration and European criminal law. As part of the Trilateral
Crisis & Security team, she develops business, grant applications,
and builds delivery consortia. Her current interests focus on
innovative solutions with human rights focus, and research aimed to
protect vulnerable persons and prevent transnational crimes.
Julia sits on the editorial board of the Journal of Human Trafficking,
and in her ‘spare time’, manages the Manchester Stop the Traffik
NGO, whilst volunteering at a safe house for victims of human
trafficking.
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About Trilateral Research
Trilateral Research (TRI) specialises in research and the provision of
strategic, policy and regulatory advice on numerous issues, such as
human rights, crime, crisis and security, migration, European policy and
law. It has worked on 40 EU projects coordinated a successful EU project
on human trafficking dealing with empirical research and recommending
strategies. A core component of the work carried out by TRI is legal
analysis, including assessments of national and EU legislation and policy
(e.g., currently reviewing the implementation of the Victim’s Directive),
for which they have developed methods that are rooted not just in legal
methodologies but also sociological, political and ethics.
Currently, Trilateral is using co-design methodologies to develop a cloudbased data-driven risk assessment tool – STRIAD that enables law
enforcement agencies and others involved in protecting vulnerable people
to prioritise risks, driving strategic and tactical decision-making.
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The fourth T: Transparency
�ay 4

Whose Business is Transparency?
Welcome

9:00 - 9:10

9:10 - 9:45

9:45 - 10:15

Co-Chair:
Dr Carrie Pemberton Ford (Founding Director, Cambridge Centre for
Applied Research in Human Trafficking Symposium Convenor, & Host)

Human Trafficking Corporate Supply Chain Transparency:
lessons learned and what the future may hold
Expert speaker:
Dr Benjamin Thomas Greer, (Senior Instructor, California Governor’s
Office of Emergency Services)

Slavery in the mainstream economy--a practitioner’s
perspective on how businesses are responding to antislavery transparency legislation
Expert speaker:
Jennifer Wascak (Executive Director, Sourcing Justice)

10:15 - 10:45

10:45 - 11:30

11:30 - 12:00
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Virtue Signalling and the drive for accountability
Expert speaker:
Prof. Simon Stockley (Senior Lecturer in Management and Enterprise,
Judge Business School, University of Cambridge)

Tea & coffee break
Working with your local Council – opportunities and best
practice across Europe
Co-Chair:
Dr Carrie Pemberton Ford (Founding Director, Cambridge Centre for
Applied Research in Human Trafficking Symposium Convenor, & Host)

The fourth T: Transparency
�ay 4
12:00 - 12.30

Whose Business is Transparency?
Next layers of procurement in Public Bodies accountability
Expert Speaker:
Andy Davies (Responsible Procurement Manager, the Greater London
Authority (GLA) Group)

Discussion on morning’s contributions

12:00 - 12:30

Expert Speaker:
Dr Brad Blitz (Director, the British Academy/DFID Programme)
Co-Chair:
Dr Julia Muraszkiewicz (Senior Research Analyst, Trilateral Research)

12:30 - 13:30

Lunch
Interview with Dame Julie Donli Director of NAPTIP

13:30 - 14.00

14.00 - 14.40

14:40 - 15:10

15:10 - 15:40

Co-Chair:
Dr Carrie Pemberton Ford (Director, Cambridge Centre for Applied
Research in Human Trafficking)

Trafficking and slavery in terms of upstream procurement
from the practitioner’s point of view
Expert speaker:
Prof. David B Grant (Professor in Supply Chain Management and
Social Responsibility, Helsinki University)

Tea & coffee break
The Co-op renewing and setting standards in Transparency
in Supply Chain management – the search for ‘level playing
fields’
Expert Speaker:
Paul Gerrard (Head of Group Policy, The Co-operative)
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The fourth T: Transparency
�ay 4
15:40 - 16.10

16:10 - 16:45

Whose Business is Transparency?
Sustainable transformation agenda in relation to Geneva
Cocoa transparency and audit
Expert Speaker:
HRM Oba Dokun Thompson (Traditional Ruler Oloni of Eti Oni, Osun
State, Nigeria)

The challenges and culturally informed responses to
children in the midst of the supply chain.
Expert speaker:
Mike Dottridge (Independent Consultant former CEO Amnesty
International and Anti Slavery International)

16:45 - 17:15

Government, the Academy and International Development
agendas, nudge, transparency and effecting sustainable
change
Panel

Expert speaker:
Dr Brad Blitz (Director of the British Academy’s programme on Tackling
Slavery, Human Trafficking and Child Labour in Modern Business
(DFID funded)

17:15 - 17:45

Plenary discussion: initial recommendations emerging
and strategic ways forward for Supply Chain management
engaging consumers, business ‘C’ suite and States.
Panel

Co-Chair:
Dr Carrie Pemberton Ford (Founding Director, Cambridge Centre for
Applied Research in Human Trafficking Symposium Convenor, & Host)
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Our Expert Speakers
Dr Benjamin Thomas Greer

Senior Instructor, California Governor’s Office of Emergency
Services
Dr Greer’s role at the California Governor’s Office of Emergency
Services is as a Subject Matter Expert in the field of human
trafficking and child sexual exploitation; specifically instructing
and developing human trafficking courses for law enforcing and
emergency personnel.

Jennifer Wascak

Executive Director, Sourcing Justice
Jennifer Wascak is the owner and executive director of Sourcing
Justice CIC, a social enterprise that works with businesses to
identify and mitigate modern slavery risks. She is a U.S. qualified
attorney and MBA with substantial experience in state and local
government law, including public boards, legislation, risk auditing,
ethics, transparency, and organisational and cultural reform. In
addition to her anti-slavery work, Jenny is passionate advocate for
sustainable development, countering the rise in global economic
inequality, and the protection of the dignity and rights of asylum
seekers and forced migrants.
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Our Expert Speakers
Simon Stockley

Senior Lecturer in Management and Enterprise, Judge Business
School, University of Cambridge
Simon is a Senior Lecturer in Management Practice and
Entrepreneurship and was the Director of the MBA programme and
principal teaching fellow at Imperial College Business School as
director of the full-time prize winning MBA programme (ranked 3rd
in the world by the Financial Times).
Simon is a long standing trustee of HERA (http://www.
enterprisingspirit.org) a charity which provides entrepreneurship
training, professional mentoring and grants to women survivors of
human trafficking, violence and exploitation. Simon is a serial social
entrepreneur, holds several non-executive directorships and has
advised well over 100 technology start-ups.

Andy Davies

Responsible Procurement Manager, the Greater London Authority
(GLA) Group
Andy Davies is a career procurement professional with 30 years’
experience in both public and private sectors. Currently Responsible
Procurement Manager with the Greater London Authority (GLA)
Group, a strategic regional authority with powers over transport,
policing, economic development and fire and emergency planning
and an £11bn annual procurement spend. With a degree in
architecture from the University of Westminster, Andy spent 10
years at London Underground before establishing a UK procurement
function for a building materials group. Andy then founded and led
a 45-strong procurement function at a large local authority with
an annual spend of £500m and spent nine years as Director of the
London Universities Purchasing Consortium.
Andy is a Fellow of the Chartered Institute of Procurement and
Supply, has an MBA from Kingston Business School and was named
among the 2018 UK Top100 Corporate Modern Slavery Influencers’
Index.
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Our Expert Speakers
Dr Brad K. Blitz

Director of the British Academy/DFID Programme, Tackling Slavery,
Human Trafficking and Child Labour in Modern Business
Brad K. Blitz received his Ph.D. from Stanford University and
is Director of the British Academy/DFID Programme, Tackling
Slavery, Human Trafficking and Child Labour in Modern Business,
and Professor of International Politics at Middlesex University (on
secondment). He is also Visiting Professor at the London School of
Economics, and Senior Fellow of the Global Migration Centre in the
Graduate Institute, Geneva.
A former Jean Monnet Chair he is widely regarded as a leading
expert on refugees and stateless persons, migration, human rights
and international politics. He has acted as an advisor and consultant
to UNDP, UNICEF, the UN Office of the High Commissioner for
Human Rights (OHCHR), the World Bank, OSCE, Council of Europe,
DFID, and several NGOs. He has also advised national governments
and has appeared as an expert witness on over 20 occasions.

Dame Julie Okah-Donli

Director-General, National Agency for the Prohibition of Trafficking
in Persons
Dame Julie Donli is the a Nigerian lawyer, chartered secretary and
administrator, who serves as the Director General of the National
Agency for the Prohibition of Trafficking in Persons (NAPTIP),
established by the Federal Government of Nigeria in 2003 to tackle
human trafficking and other related matters. She is the founder of
the Julie Donli Kidney Foundation, an NGO that supports people
with kidney disease. In August 2007, she was appointed as the
Executive Assistant to the Bayelsa State Governor, Government
House until September 2012. She worked as Deputy Head of
Chambers with Legal Resources Alliance from November 2012 –
May 2013 when she left to set up her practice.
Okah-Donli has advocated for more funding to tackle human
trafficking and in inter-agency collaboration. Under her leadership
as DG of NAPTIP, a Whistle Blowing Policy for Human Trafficking
was formed.
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Our Expert Speakers
Prof. David B. Grant

Professor, Helsinki University
David B. Grant is Professor of Supply Chain Management and
Social Responsibility at Hanken School of Economics, Helsinki and
Professor of Logistics at Hull University Business School.
His research interests include logistics customer service, satisfaction
and service quality; retail logistics; and reverse, closed-loop and
sustainable logistics.
He has consulted to numerous business on these matters in Canada
and Europe over the past quarter-century and he has over 220
publications in various refereed journals, books and conference
proceedings.

Paul Gerrard

Head of Group Policy, the Co-operative
After twenty years in the UK Civil Service, Mr Gerrard has been
Policy and Campaigns Director at the world’s oldest co-operative
business, the Co-op, since 2016 and leads their campaigning, ethics
and sustainability work including on supporting survivors of slavery,
which was recognised by the Stop Slavery award in 2017, and on
tackling loneliness. Mr Gerrard is a Fellow of IEMA the global body
of sustainability professionals.
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Our Expert Speakers
HRM Oba Dokun Thompson

Traditional Ruler Oloni of Eti- Oni, Osun State, Nigeria
HRM Oba Dokun Thompson is a unique monarch and the only
Traditional Ruler in Nigeria to be installed in the Church according
to his Christian beliefs. He is The Oloni of Eti-Oni, which is home
to the oldest cocoa plantation located in SW Nigeria, producing
cocoa since 1896 and combines his faith, engineering background
and political experience to chart a new course for his community.
His deep understanding of the social challenges and appreciation of
historical trends have been a guide in his work towards redefining
and repositioning the Nigerian Cocoa Industry as the strategy to
transforming Eti-Oni into a sustainable model smart town in line
with the UN 2030 SDGs.

Mike Dottridge

Independent Consultant former CEO Amnesty International and
Anti Slavery International
Since 2002 I’ve been a UK-based consultant on human rights issues
linked to exploitation. I worked for two human rights NGOs: from
1977 until 1995 with Amnesty International, focusing on situations
in sub-Saharan Africa; and Anti-Slavery International, where I was
director from 1996 until 2002. My work concerns various forms of
exploitation: how to protect the people involved and how to prevent
exploitation from occurring in the first place.
Mike is a good friend of CCARHT, having lead panels on Children’s
Rights and the Best Interest of the Child in the CCARHT
Symposium 2017, and advises CCARHT director Carrie Pemberton
Ford, on key areas of concern arising with minors caught up in
trafficking.
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The fifth T: Technology
�ay 5

Securing Safety – how technology can assist
Welcome

9:00 - 9:10

Co-Chair:
Dr Carrie Pemberton Ford (Founding Director, Cambridge Centre for
Applied Research in Human Trafficking Symposium Convenor, & Host)

Tracking the Traffickers: how mapping technology can create
intelligence lead operational data

9:10 - 9:40

Panel

Expert speaker:
Dr Benjamin Greer (Senior Instructor, California Governor’s Office of
Emergency Services)

Covering human trafficking and technology

9:40 - 10:00

Panel

Expert speaker:
Zoe Tabary (Title, Thomson Reuters Foundation)

10:00 - 10:30

10:30 - 11:00

Blockchain possibilities to address human trafficking
Expert speaker:
Prof. Soulla Louca (Director, Blockchain Initiative, University of
Nicosia)

Discussion on Block Chain opportunities and limitations
Co-Chair:
Dr Julia Muraszkiewicz (Senior Research Analyst, Trilateral Research)

11:00 - 11:20

Tea & coffee break

11:20 - 11:50

Rebalancing tech to address sub-Sahel migration: the vision
of smart towns
Expert speaker:
HRM Oba Dokun Thompson (Traditional Ruler Oloni of Eti- Oni, Osun
State, Nigeria)
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The fifth T: Technology
�ay 5
11:50 - 12:30

12:30 - 1245
12:45 - 13:15
13:15 - 13:40

13:40 - 14:10

Securing Safety – how technology can assist
Discussion on Tech and rebalancing Global North South
deficits in capacity
Co-Chair:
Dr Carrie Pemberton Ford (Founding Director, Cambridge Centre for
Applied Research in Human Trafficking Symposium Convenor, & Host)

Getting your message across: Using new media in counter
trafficking awareness raising
Expert speaker:
Daniela Miernik (Content Director, Clipatize)

Lunch
IGOs, Protection and technology
Expert speaker:
Simon Chorley (Acting Deputy Director, Unicef, Canada. GTM)

Flipping the Coin: ‘think like a trafficker the art of
recruitment on social media platforms’
Expert speaker:
Anthony Dunkerly (Director, Illustro Ltd)

14:20 - 14:40

Tea & coffee break
‘Zero Trafficking’ reporting tools developed in the USA

14:40 - 15:10

15:10 - 15:40

Panel

Expert speaker:
Noel Thomas (CEO, Zero Trafficking)

The Safe App, building safe house capacity, and bespoke
safety pathways through tech.
Panel

Expert speaker:
Dr Kalyani Gopal GTMResearch in Human Trafficking)
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The fifth T: Technology
�ay 5
15:40 - 16:10

16:10 - 16:45

Trafficking and technology
Presenting the world of Apps in Trilateral Research’s
programmes
Co-Chair:
Dr Julia Muraszkiewicz (Senior Research Analyst, Trilateral Research)

Discussion on White Paper submissions and future
publications with closing remarks and thanks
Co-Chair:
Dr Carrie Pemberton Ford (Founding Director, Cambridge Centre for
Applied Research in Human Trafficking Symposium Convenor, & Host)
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Our Expert Speakers
Dr Benjamin Thomas Greer

Senior Instructor, California Governor’s Office of Emergency
Services
Dr Greer’s role at the California Governor’s Office of Emergency
Services is as a Subject Matter Expert in the field of human
trafficking and child sexual exploitation; specifically instructing
and developing human trafficking courses for law enforcing and
emergency personnel.

Zoe Tabary

Editor, Thomson Reuters Foundation
Zoe Tabary is a Thomson Reuters Foundation editor who writes
on migration and counter trafficking issues, alongside other issues
emerging from the UN Sustainable Development Goals. She
previously worked at Amnesty International and the Economist
Group. The Thompson Reuters Foundation (TRF) covers underreported issues such as human trafficking, through its annual
Trust Conference. The TRUST conference draws together global
corporations, lawyers, government representatives, and pioneers at
the forefront of the fight for human rights, to address issues which
underpin the prevalence of Human Trafficking, gender inequality
and the failure in upholding Human Rights.
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Last year 600 global leaders gathered from 65 countries including
Brazil, Australia, China, India, Kyrgyzstan and Switzerland.
The two-day event reached 4.1 million people worldwide through
extensive media coverage and highly interactive social media
engagement. Thomson Reuteurs have recently reported on the
impact of Tech in their report ‘Chasing Shadows’. We are delighted
that Zoe can join us today as we explore how Tech is making
a difference in the fight against contemporary Slaveries and
Trafficking exploitation.

Our Expert Speakers
Prof. Soulla Louca

Director, Blockchain Initiative
Professor Soulla Louca has received her Ph.D. in Computer Science
in 1994 from Illinois Institute of Technology in Chicago. She has
participated and coordinated numerous projects including National
Science Foundation (NSF- USA), Research Promotion Foundation
(RPF-Cyprus) and European; has served as a reviewer for various
international conferences/journals and has been invited several
times as an evaluator for the Framework programs of the European
Commission. In 2006, she was appointed by the RPF-Cyprus
to represent Cyprus in the Domain Committee for ICT for the
European program COST and in June 2008, she was elected the
Chair of the Domain for the 36 Member States of COST.
She is one of the first academics to get involved in blockchain
technologies when she assumed the responsibility of the Blockchain
Initiative at the University of Nicosia. She is a professor in the
Management & MIS Department as well as the Director of the
Blockchain Initiative at the University of Nicosia.

HRM Oba Dokun Thompson

Traditional Ruler Oloni of Eti- Oni, Osun State, Nigeria
HRM Oba Dokun Thompson is a unique monarch and the only
Traditional Ruler in Nigeria to be installed in the Church according
to his Christian beliefs. He is The Oloni of Eti-Oni, which is home
to the oldest cocoa plantation located in SW Nigeria, producing
cocoa since 1896 and combines his faith, engineering background
and political experience to chart a new course for his community.
His deep understanding of the social challenges and appreciation of
historical trends have been a guide in his work towards redefining
and repositioning the Nigerian Cocoa Industry as the strategy to
transforming Eti-Oni into a sustainable model smart town in line
with the UN 2030 SDGs..
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Our Expert Speakers
Daniela Miernik

Content Director, Clipatize
Daniela Miernik creates concepts and writes content for Clipatize,
a Warsaw-based agency specialising in B2B marketing. She is
experienced in video production, from analysing client’s brief to final
delivery.
Her passion is utilising the power of motion picture and animation to
help B2B and B2C clients communicate effectively with one another.
The projects that bring her most joy are campaigns which promote
innovative ideas and products with social impact. She is constantly
seeking inspiration for new videos and creative brand assets, and
looks for visual references habitually.
After hours she tries to convince Poles that drinking tea with milk
isn’t a crime.

Simon Chorley

Deputy Director, UNICEF Canada
Simon Chorley serves as International Programs Manager at
UNICEF Canada. He is the organization’s focal point on innovation,
government resource mobilization, and business engagement on
children’s rights. Prior to his role at UNICEF Canada, Simon served
for six years as UK Coordinator for a leading international antihuman trafficking organization in London, England. He was born in
Manchester, England, grew up in East Africa, and currently lives in
Ontario, Canada, with his wife and two children.
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Our Expert Speakers
Anthony Dunkerly
Director, Illustro Ltd

Anthony is a former anti-trafficking detective and has trained law
enforcement in the UK and overseas on overt and covert methods of
investigating human trafficking.
His empirical research was recently published in Police Practice and
Research: An International Journal.
Anthony now works with companies to implement anti-slavery
programmes in compliance with the Modern Slavery Act 2015.

Noel Thomas

CEO, Zero Trafficking
Noel Thomas is the founder Director of Zero Trafficking and has
pioneered the development of “TRAK” an automated, open source
intelligence tool suite that provides data on organized human
trafficking rings and transnational crime. He has spearheaded
the creation of a number of machine learning tools applicable to
gathering intelligence on trans-national crime and terror in the Deep
Web and on the Open Web. He has presented the capabilities of
these AI based tools on behalf of M1:Zero Tolerance to the Office of
the Director of National Intelligence, the Department of Homeland
Security, the FBI, DARPA, IARPA, Florida Fusion Center, and
the Metropolitan Bureau of Investigation in the United States of
America.
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Our Expert Speakers
Dr Kalyani Gopal

Founder President, SAFE Coalition for Human Rights
In 2014 the first Global Multidisciplinary, multitrack Sex-Trafficking
Conference SAFE, was launched ‘Connecting the Wheels’ an
innovative conference to find solutions and overcome obstacles to
protect girls, boys, and women in the US from being trafficked. This
years SAFE conference is being convened in Chicago in September.
Dr Gopal trained at Vanderbilt University and is a respected
traumatologist and attachment specialist, working in the fields
of trafficking victims, and survivors of domestic violence. She has
written a well-received book on nurturing traumatised children –
‘How to Nurture the Traumatised Child’.
Dr Gopal is President elect of the Illinois Psychological Association,
and a passionate advocate for improving trauma care, and safety
for all those needing a place of recovery without unnecessary
impediments of bureaucracy, or inefficiencies in communication and
information sharing.
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www.ccarht.org

The Third Annual Summer Symposium 5Ts of Trafficking:
Trauma, Transport, Terror, Transparency, & Technology
The CCARHT Summer Symposium 2018 convened at
Jesus College
University of Cambridge

